The Indo-us nuclear deal was much debated in both nations. Some analysts appreciate it and other criticized it bitterly. Along this deal the nuclear relations between India and USA again established after more than three decades. Because after 1974, India’s first nuclear explosion, USA stopped its cooperation with India in nuclear energy field. This is a major change in Indo-US nuclear relations. Along this on the issue of Non-proliferation treaties, like NPT and CTBT, both nations are rigidly exist on their past stand. So there are some continuity and some change in Indo-US nuclear relations.

In this research work this continuity and change in Indo-US nuclear relations has been thoroughly analyzed. It is important to know the causes of conflict in nuclear field for cooperation in nuclear field. It is relevant to know the causes of continuity and change in nuclear policies in both nations on CTBT and NPT and other nuclear issues. It is also important to know the merits and drawbacks for nuclear deal for national interest.

This study analysis the nuclear policy of both nations and issued of conflict and cooperation in this field. It will be helpful to develop the nuclear relations in future for both nations and it will be useful for future research work in this field.
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